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Yellow stock 103mm thick facing

brickwork laid in stretcher bond.

51mm wide clear residual cavity

Breather membrane

9mm thick OSB sheathing

Buff colour telescopic sub floor vent with

215x65mm polypropylene airbricks, to provide

min 1500mm² per metre run of ventilation, or

500mm² per square metre of floor area,

whichever provides the greater ventilation area.

Weepholes over air bricks at 450mm ctrs

to discharge cavity moisture

Section of cavity tray DPCs over airbricks

locally, pinned back to OSB sheathing,

1200-gauge polythene DPM with joints lapped and

sealed.  Dress up blockwork and over folded section

of vertical DPC and seal.

150mm thick Kingspan Thermafloor TF70 insulation

boards, must tightly abut inner face of blockwork

500-gauge polythene DPM / isolating membrane

with joints lapped and sealed.  Dress up perimeter

insulation to F.F.L

75mm thick cement: sand screed.

Beam & block flooring to specialist manufacturers drawings

and details.

Additional DPC located below beam & block

flooring

30mm thick Kingspan Thermafloor TF70

insulation boards to wall perimters.

Seal gap between the skirting boards

and the floor using flexible sealant.

25x150mm skirting boards TBC

by client & contractor

100mm thick blockwork (7.3N) laid in stretcher

bond

Cavity filled with ST2 concrete to 225mm

below lowest DPC

140 60 100

140mm thick blockwork (7.3N) laid in stretcher

bond.

1200-gauge VCL weighted down with sand to prevent

vegetation growth.

Foundations to Structural Engineers

drawings and details.

75 75

12.5mm thick Gyproc WallBoard with 3mm

thick skim coat of Gypsum BoardFinish

500-gauge polythene VCL with lapped and

sealed joints, VCL sealed over DPC at sole

plate level.

120mm thick Celotex XR4000 insulation

boards between studs.

140x38mm C16 studwork forming timber

frame walls to timber frame manufacturers

drawings and details.

DPC on top of blockwork and under sole

plate, DPC folded up inner face of  sole

plate and sealed.
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1200-gauge polythene DPM with joints lapped and

sealed.  Dress up blockwork and over folded section

of vertical DPC and seal.

150mm thick Kingspan Thermafloor TF70 insulation

boards, must tightly abut inner face of blockwork

500-gauge polythene DPM / isolating membrane

with joints lapped and sealed.  Dress up perimeter

insulation to F.F.L

75mm thick cement: sand screed.

30mm thick Kingspan Thermafloor TF70

insulation boards to wall perimters.

Seal gap between the skirting boards

and the floor using flexible sealant.

25x150mm skirting boards TBC

by client & contractor

12.5mm thick Gyproc WallBoard with 3mm

thick skim coat of Gypsum BoardFinish

500-gauge polythene VCL with lapped and

sealed joints, VCL sealed over DPC at sole

plate level.

120mm thick Celotex XR4000 insulation

boards between studs.

140x38mm C16 studwork forming timber

frame walls to timber frame manufacturers

drawings and details.

DPC on top of blockwork and under sole

plate, DPC folded up inner face of  sole

plate and sealed.

103

15
0

Full height open perpends to provide

drainage and ventilation to cavity

DPC, minimum 150mm above external

ground levels

51mm wide clear residual cavity

Breather membrane

9mm thick OSB sheathing

Foundations to Structural Engineers

drawings and details.

100mm thick blockwork (7.3N) laid in stretcher

bond
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Beam & block flooring to specialist manufacturers drawings

and details.

Additional DPC located below beam & block

flooring

140mm thick blockwork (7.3N) laid in stretcher

bond.

1200-gauge VCL weighted down with sand to prevent

vegetation growth.m
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Cavity filled with ST2 concrete to 225mm

below lowest DPC

140 60 10075 75

Yellow stock 103mm thick facing

brickwork laid in stretcher bond.

66 Borstal Hill
Whitstable 167.61
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Detail Sheet 1

Detail 1 - Typical DPC Detail (showing airbrick)
1:5

Residential Development for
3No. Detached Dwellings

do not scale.
all dimensions to be checked on site.

the contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and references.
all discrepancies to be reported to DCM Architectural Consultants before proceeding with the works.

all drawings to be read in conjunction with other consultants drawings.
all drawings to be read in conjunction with Construction Notes.

info@dcm-architecture.co.uk | 07824 363295

Detail 2 - Typical DPC Detail
1:5
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